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Abstract
Most fast coronal mass ejections (CMEs) originate from solar active regions
(ARs). Non-potentiality of ARs is expected to determine the speed and size of
CMEs in the outer corona. Several other unexplored parameters might be impor-
tant as well. To ﬁnd out the correlation between the initial speed of CMEs and
the non-potentiality of source ARs, we associated over a hundred of CMEs with
source ARs via their co-produced ﬂares. The speed of the CMEs are collected
from the SOHO LASCO CME catalog. We have used vector magnetograms ob-
tained mainly with HMI/SDO, also with Hinode (SOT/SP) when available within
an hour of a CME occurence, to evaluate various magnetic non-potentiality pa-
rameters, e.g. magnetic free-energy proxies, computed magnetic free energy,
twist, shear angle, signed shear angle etc. We have also included several other
parameters e.g. total unsigned ﬂux, net current, magnetic area of ARs, area of
sunspots, to investigate their correlation, if any, with the initial speeds of CMEs.
Our preliminary results show that the ARs with larger non-potentiality and area
mostly produce fast CMEs but they can also produce slower ones. The ARs with
lesser non-potentiality and area generally produce only slower CMEs, however,
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there are a few exceptions. The total unsigned ﬂux correlate with the non-
potentiality parameters and area of ARs but some ARs with large unsigned ﬂux
are also found to be least non-potential. A more detailed analysis is underway.
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